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SERVICE ONBOARDING

Background

[0001] Services can be provided in a computing environment. The

environment can be a virtualized computing environment. The services can

include infrastructure as a service (laaS), platform as a service (PaaS), and

software as a service (SaaS). End users can find and subscribe to these services

via a portal. The services can be cataloged, monitored, and maintained to create a

stable service offering.

Brief Description of the Drawings

[0002] Figure 1 illustrates an example computing environment for service

onboarding according to the present disclosure.

[0003] Figure 2 illustrates a diagram of an example system for service

onboarding according to the present disclosure.

[0004] Figure 3 illustrates a diagram of an example computing device

according to the present disclosure.

[0005] Figure 4 is a flow chart of an example method for service onboarding

according to the present disclosure.



Detailed Description

[0006] A suite of services can be provided in a computing environment. The

environment can be a virtualized environment constructed using pooled physical

resources accessible over a network (e.g., a cloud). Customers can access the

cloud and the associated service via a portal. Customers can be end users and/or

service developers. A service can be associated with a service team that

develops, modifies, and maintains the service.

[0007] Cloud environments and their associated services can be managed

by a control service. A control service can be associated with a control service

team. A control service can be secured and access to the control service can be

limited to the control service team.

[0008] In order for a service to be added to the cloud and be visible to end

users, the service can be registered with the control service. The services can

thereafter be monitored and maintained by the control service team via the control

service. Registering a service with the control service and managing the service

throughout its lifecycle is typically performed by the control service team with

access to the control service. The service being registered can have a service

team of its own which is a distinct team from the control services team. The

services team of the service being registered may lack access to and/or control of

the control service. This arrangement prevents a cloud service team from

accidently or malicious making changes to other services in the environment

monitored and/or maintained by the control service.

[0009] Registration and lifecycle management of a service can include

maintaining and/or modifying service artifacts and their various associated

properties for proper functioning of their service. Registration and lifecycle

management can be a time consuming process. The suite of services associated

with a cloud environment can be voluminous. Registration and lifecycle

management of an entire suite of services can create massive backlogs as the

service control team attempts to address registration and lifecycle management of



the entire suite of services with limited team resources. Often, the control services

team for a cloud environment serves as a bottleneck for registering and lifecycle

management of the service. For example, the service team associated with a

service can decide on changes to the service, but they depend on the control

service team to implement the changes. This dependency can result in a delay of

hours, days, weeks, or even months until that change can be implemented by the

backlogged control service team.

[0010] In contrast, the embodiments of the present disclosure describe a

system, computer readable medium, and a method for onboarding a service and

allowing a service account to manage the service through limited permissions to

access portions of the control service.

[001 1] Figure 1 illustrates an example computing environment for

onboarding a service. The computing environment 100 is shown to include a

service account 102, a service account credential 104, a service 108, a service

artifact 110, a control service 112, a representational state transfer application

program interface (REST API) 114, an infrastructure automation framework 116, a

node attribute definition 118, an intermediate component 120. The computing

environment 100 can exist as a cloud computing environment.

[0012] The example computing environment 100 including the service

account 102, service account credential 104, service 108, service artifact 110,

control service 112, REST API 114, infrastructure automation framework

application 116, node attribute definition 118, and the intermediate component 120

can entirely exist with all elements being present in a cloud computing

environment. However, embodiments are not so limited and each service account

102, service account credential 104, service 108, service artifact 110, control

service 112, REST API 114, infrastructure automation framework 116, node

attribute definition 118, and intermediate component 120 can be wholly or partially

cloud based. As used herein, the term cloud computing environment is meant to

include a virtualized environment constructed using pooled physical resources

accessible over a network. The cloud computing environment can include a public



cloud system, a private cloud system, and/or a hybrid cloud system for storing,

indexing, and/or organizing data. For example, an environment (e.g., IT

environment) including a public cloud system and a private cloud system can

include a hybrid environment and/or a hybrid cloud system. As used herein, the

term public cloud system is meant to include a service provider that makes

computational resources (e.g., applications, storage, virtual machines, and/or

data), available to the public over the Internet. A public cloud system can be free

or offered for a fee, for example.

[0013] A private cloud system can include computing architecture that

provides hosted services to a limited number of people behind a firewall. For

example, a private cloud can include an Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP)

system, a number of databases, and virtualization (e.g., virtual machines). As used

herein, the term private cloud system is meant to include a computing architecture

that provides hosted services to a limited number of a plurality of cloud nodes (e.g.,

computers) behind a firewall. The ERP, for example, can integrate internal and

external management information across an entire load test SaaS application,

enterprise, and/or organization. A number of databases can include an event

database, event archive, log database, a metric database, a configuration

management database (CMDB), and/or a service account database, for example.

Virtualization, for example, can include the creation of a number of virtual

resources that are allocated from physical resources but not directly limited by the

capabilities of particular physical resources. Examples of virtualized resources

include hardware platforms, operating systems, storage devices, and/or network

resources, among others. For example, a virtual storage device can provide up to

a particular capacity of storage that is physically provided by one, less than one, or

more than one physical storage device depending on the amount of storage space

allocated to the virtual storage device and therefore not directly limited by the

capabilities of any particular device(s). The public cloud system and the private

cloud system can be bound together, for example, through the application in the

public cloud system and the ERP in the private cloud system.



[0014] A hybrid cloud, for example, can include a mix of traditional server

systems, private cloud systems, public cloud systems, and/or dynamic cloud

services. For instance, a hybrid cloud can involve interdependencies between

physically and logically separated services consisting of multiple systems. As used

herein, the term hybrid cloud is mean to include a number of clouds (e.g., two

clouds) that can remain unique entities but can be bound together.

[0015] The environment 100 can include a service 108. As used herein the

term service is meant to include application software. The service 108 can include

an infrastructure as a service (laaS), a platform as a service (Paas), or software as

a service (SaaS). The service 108 can be one of a plurality of services provided in

a cloud. The service 108 can be made available to an accessing entity on demand

from the cloud. The service 108 can be scalable to meet the request of a given

accessing entity by drawing on pooled cloud resources.

[0016] The service 108 can include an artifact 110 . As used herein, the term

artifact 110 is meant to include tangible by-products produced during the

development and execution of the service 108. The artifact 110 can describe the

function, architecture, and design of the service 108. The artifact 110 can describe

the process of developing the service 108 itself. The artifact 110 can describe

automated behavior, control sequences, or user-generated content. The artifact

110 can be a deliverable of the service 108.

[0017] The artifact 110 can include a service definition of the service 108.

As used here, the term service definition is meant to include a specification

describing the service 108. A service definition can include a chosen name for the

service. A service definition can include a state (e.g., Beta testing, public state,

decommissioned, etc.) of the service. A service definition can include a service

start date.

[0018] The artifact 110 can include a role. As used herein, the term role is

meant to include a principle that defines a permission of an accessing entity to

access certain data and/or functionality of a service 108. Each service 108 can

have a plurality of roles applicable to a plurality of accessing entities. Each role



can have a plurality of attributes. For example, a role can include a role name

attribute. A role name attribute can include a label for an accessing entity. A role

can include a role date attribute. The role date attribute can define windows of time

wherein the role is applicable. A role can include a role visibility attribute. A role

visibility attribute can include the availability of that role to be visible to an

accessing entity. A role can have a role scope attribute. A role scope attribute can

include a definition of which, if any, accessing entities have access to the role

and/or the power to delegate the role. For example, the role scope can be "public"

defining that any accessing entity of the service 108 can access the role. If an

accessing entity has a particular role in its service credential then the service 108

can grant that accessing entity access to particular resources associated with the

particular role.

[0019] The artifact 110 can include an endpoint template. As used herein,

the term endpoint template is meant to include a preconfigured set of endpoint

attributes applicable to an endpoint. An endpoint template can be instantiated to

define a particular endpoint. For example, an endpoint template can define a

service region for a service 108, thereby limiting the geographic availability of the

service 108. A service 108 can include a plurality of instances of a single endpoint

template.

[0020] The artifact 110 can include a billing artifact. As used herein, the

term billing artifact is meant to include a specification describing an aspect of billing

and/or metering for access to resources. For example the billing artifact can

include billing rates, special billing rates, billing rate plans, units of billing measure,

etc. related to the use of cloud resources.

[0021] Each service 108 can be associated with a service team (not

illustrated). The service team can include an entity charged with developing and

managing the service 108. The service team can be a third party entity with

respect to the cloud, the control service 112, and/or a control service team (not

illustrated) associated with the control service 112. The service team can lack

administrative control over the control service 112 and can rely on the control



service 112 (e.g., the control service team via the control service 112) to grant a

limited authorization to the service team defining its permissions. The service team

can access the cloud via a service account 102. That is, a service account 102

can include the service team.

[0022] As used herein, the term service account 102 is meant to include an

entity account that defines permissions to interact with a system and its

components (e.g., interact with the cloud and its component control service 112).

The service account 102 can be associated with a service 108 and, in some

examples, include the service 108. For example, the service 108 can be submitted

by the service account 102 to become a service offering in the cloud.

[0023] The service account 102 can also be associated with and/or include

an infrastructure automation framework 116 . As used herein, the term

infrastructure automation framework 116 is meant to include a configuration

management system that configures and/or maintains the configuration of a node.

As used herein, the term node is meant to include a physical node, a virtual node,

a network node, and/or cloud-based node configured to be maintained by the

infrastructure automation framework 116 . As used herein, the term physical node

is meant to include any active device (e.g., server, virtual machine, etc.) attached

to a network that is capable of sending, receiving, and/or forwarding information

over a communications channel. As used herein, the term virtual node is meant to

include a machine that runs as a software implementation, but otherwise behaves

like a physical machine. As used herein, the term network cloud-node is meant to

include a networking device (e.g., a switch, a router, a VLAN, etc.). As used

herein, the term cloud-based node is meant to refer to an aspect of a cloud service

instance that is hosted in an external cloud-based service. A node can include an

artifact 110 .

[0024] The infrastructure automation framework 116 can include a node

attribute definition 118 . As used herein, the term node attribute definition 118 is

meant to include a definition of how a specific part (e.g., node) of a service 108 is

built and/or maintained. The node attribute definition 118, when applied to a



service 108, can add, configure, modify, and or synchronize an artifact 110 of the

service 108 to comply with the definition.

[0025] The infrastructure automation framework 116 can be associated with

a service account 102. That is, the service account 102 can access and/or control

portions of the infrastructure automation framework 116 functionality. For example,

the service account 102 can add, delete, and or modify a node attribute definition

118 that is applicable to the service 108 associated with the service account 102.

The service account 102, in some examples, can include the infrastructure

automation framework 116 .

[0026] The environment 100 can include a control service 112 . As used

herein, the term control service 112 is meant to include a cloud management

system that provides operational control and automation of cloud resources. For

example, the control service 112 can provide identity and access management

(IAM). That is, the control service 112 can manage individual digital identities (e.g.,

service account 102), their authentication, authorization and/or privileges. The

control service 112 can also manage provisioning of cloud resources,

administration of the cloud, billing, and/or the architecture of the cloud. Managing

the architecture of the cloud can include enforcing prerequisites for a service 108 to

become a cloud offering. For example, a service 108 can be registered with the

control service 112 before it is permitted to become visible on the cloud (e.g.,

actively accessible by an end user entity). That is, a service 108 can be required to

register its artifacts 110 with the control service 112 before it can become a cloud

offering. Registering an artifact 110 with the control service 112 can include

submitting the artifact 110 to the control service 112 for management by the control

service 112 . From the point of registration onward, the control service 112 can

have complete control over the addition, deletion, modification, and general

management of the artifact 110 . The process of registering the artifact 110 of a

service 108 can be as portion of the service onboarding. The service onboarding

process can be an automated process that the user account 102 can initiate and



complete. Once registered, the artifact 110 of the service 108 can ostensibly be a

resource of the control service 112 .

[0027] The service account 102 can be restricted from directly accessing,

controlling, and/or modifying the control service 112 . However, the control service

112 can grant limited authorizations. The control service 112 can create a

credential 104 on behalf of a service account 102 associated with a service 108

with registered artifacts 110 and bind an authorization policy with that credential

104. The control service 112 can assign the credential 104 to the service account

102 associated with the service 108. In this manner, the service account 102 can

include the credential 104 granted to it from the control service 112 . The credential

104 can include a limited authorization to contact an application interface (API) of

the control service 112 and take particular actions (e.g., add, modify, delete, etc.)

upon a registered artifact 110 of a service 108 associated with the service account

102. In this manner, the credential 104 limits the service account 102 to taking

actions with regard to a specific service 108 of a plurality of services registered with

the control service 112 . Such an arrangement can prevent the service account 102

from accidently or maliciously disrupting the operation of the plurality of services by

modifying their corresponding artifacts.

[0028] The control service 112 can include a representational state transfer

application program interface (REST API) 114. As used herein, the term REST

API 114 can include a specification defining how components (e.g., intermediate

component 120 and control service 112) interact with each other. For example, the

REST API 114 can include a specification of remote calls (e.g., from the

intermediate component 120) exposed to the control service 112 in an architectural

style ignoring the details of component implementation and protocol syntax in order

to focus on the roles of component, the constraints upon their interactions with

other components and their interpretation of significant data elements. The REST

API 114 can include a gateway to enter the control service 112 and manipulate the

state of the control service 112, or, more specifically, the artifacts 110 registered

with the control system 112 .



[0029] The REST API 114 can be secured. A secured REST API 114 can

prevent any external (e.g., external to the control service 112) system and/or

process from accessing, without authorization, the control service 112 and/or

adding, deleting, or modifying an artifact 110 under control of the control service

112 . An external system, such as the infrastructure automation framework 116,

can be authorized to access the secured REST API 114 via authenticating a

credential. For example, the service account credential 104 can be used by the

infrastructure automation framework 116 in placing calls to the secured REST API

114 on behalf of the service account 102.

[0030] The infrastructure automation framework 116 can include an

intermediate component 120 that can make calls to the REST API 114. The

intermediate component 120 can make secured calls over hypertext transfer

protocol secure (HTTPS) to the REST API 114 on behalf of the service account

102 by utilizing the credentials 104. Additionally, the intermediate component 120

can make secured calls over hypertext transfer protocol secure (HTTPS) to the

REST API 114 via the service account 102. In some examples, the service

account 102 can include the intermediate component 120. The intermediate

component 120 can include a light weight resource provider (LWRP). A LWRP can

extend the infrastructure automation framework 116 allowing custom actions to be

defined and executed. A LWRP can include two entities: a lightweight resource

and a lightweight provider. A lightweight resource can include a custom resource

that defines an action to be completed. The lightweight resource can define the

structure and set of actions that can be taken on a targeted resource (e.g.,

registered artifact 110). The lightweight provider can define implementation to

handle each supported by the targeted resource and maintains the targeted

resource at the endpoint in an idempotent manner. The lightweight provider can

process the actions defined by the lightweight resource. The lightweight providers

can be defined to make the secured calls over HTTPS, using the credential 104, to

designated REST APIs 114 on behalf of the service account 102.



[0031] The intermediate component 120 can abstract a resource of the

control service 112 . That is, a resource maintained in the control system such as

artifact 110 can be abstracted by the intermediate component 120. Abstracting the

artifact 110 can include providing a lightweight image proxy for the artifact 110 in a

layer provided by the intermediate component 120. For example, a resource (e.g.,

an endpoint) can be created in the intermediate component 120 wherein that

specific resource (e.g., endpoint) is not actually in the intermediate component 120

and that created resource is really a lightweight image proxy. An actual resource

(e.g., artifact 110) of the control service 112 can be mapped with the lightweight

image proxy of the intermediate component 120 resource. The layer provided by

the intermediate component 120 can hide the REST API 114 from the service

account 102, thereby providing, from the perspective of the service account 102, a

pure infrastructure automation framework 116 solution. Accordingly, a service

account 102 can modify a node attribute definition 118 of the infrastructure

automation framework 116 which can be directed to the lightweight image proxy of

the intermediate component 120. However, based on the mapping, the

intermediate component 120 can place a secured call over HTTPS, using the

credential 104 of the service account 102, to a REST API 114 of the control service

112 corresponding to the mapped artifact 110 . The credential 104 can be

authenticated and its limited authorization can be used to determine the allowable

actions. If the modification of the node attribute definition 118 corresponds to a

permissible action to an artifact 110, wherein the credential 104 is permitted to

perform said actions, then the modification to the artifact 110 of the control service

112 can occur. If the modification is impermissible (e.g., an impermissible action,

directed toward an artifact 108 that the credential 104 is not permitted to modify,

directed toward an artifact 110 corresponding to a service 108 that the credential

104 is not permitted to modify, etc.) by the credential 104 and/or the credential 104

cannot be authenticated, then the execution of the modified node attribute

definition 118 can be blocked.



[0032] The node attribute definition 118, as discussed above, can include a

definition of how a specific part (e.g., node) of a service 108 is built and/or

maintained. Additionally, the node attribute definition 118 can include a definition

of how an artifact 110 should be configured. This can include a definition

specifying the addition, deletion, and/or modification of the artifact 110. The node

attribute definition 118 can be integrated into the intermediate component 120. For

example, the node attribute definition 118 can include definitions for configuring an

intermediate component 120 (e.g., LWRP) resource wherein the resource is a

lightweight image proxy serving as an abstraction of an artifact 110 registered with

the control service 112 . The infrastructure automation framework 116 can read

and process the lightweight resource and, when it is time to configure the node

(e.g., according to node attribute definition 118), can use the corresponding

lightweight provider to determine the steps to bring the service 108 into the desired

state. Accordingly, the intermediate component 120 can, using the credentials 104

of the service account 102, place a secured call over HTTPS to a REST API 114 of

the control service 112 corresponding to the artifact 110 mapped to the

intermediate component 120 resource that the node attribute definition 118

addresses. In this manner, the node attribute definition 118 can be used to

maintain a specific artifact 110 of the control service 112 according to a limited

authorization associated with the credential 104 of the service account 102

maintaining and/or modifying the node attribute definition 118 . Therefore, the

service account 102 can manage an artifact 110 of the control service 112 without

visibility of the REST API 114 and/or without direct access to execute global

changes to the control service 112 including any artifacts 110 that are associated

with a service 108 unrelated to the service account 102 and to which the service

account 102 has no permissions.

[0033] Figure 2 illustrates a diagram of an example system 230 for service

onboarding according to the present disclosure. The system 230 can include a

data store 234, an onboarding manager 232, and/or a number of engines (e.g., the

registration engine 236, the credential engine 238, managing engine 240, etc.).



The onboarding manager 232 can be in communication with the data store 234 via

a communication link, and can include, manage, and/or employ the number of

engines (e.g., the registration engine 236, the credential engine 238, managing

engine 240, etc.) to perform various functions. The onboarding manager 232 can

include additional or fewer engines than illustrated to perform the various functions

described herein.

[0034] The number of engines (e.g., the registration engine 236, the

credential engine 238, managing engine 240, etc.) can include hardware or a

combination of hardware and programming, but at least hardware, to perform a

number of functions described herein. For example, the registration engine 236

can register an artifact of a particular service type with a control service. The

credential engine 238 can assign a credential to a service account associated with

the particular service type, wherein the credential includes a limited authorization

that limits actions to the particular service type. The managing engine 240 can

manage, according to the limited authorization, a life cycle of the service based on

a node attribute definition maintained be an infrastructure automation framework,

wherein the infrastructure automation framework includes a component to make a

call to a representational state transfer (REST) application program interface (API)

of the control service. The programming can include program instructions (e.g.,

software, firmware, etc.) stored in a memory resource (e.g., computer readable

medium, machine readable medium, etc.) as well as hard-wired program (e.g.,

logic).

[0035] The registration engine 236 can register an artifact of a particular

service type with a control service. A service can include an instance of a cloud-

based application offering. A service type can include a type of cloud-based

application offering. For example, a service type can include an object storage

service type, a relational database service type, a load balancing service type, etc.

Each service type can include at least one artifact.

[0036] The artifact can include a specification of the function, architecture,

and/or design of a service. The artifact can include various associated properties.



The artifact can allow for proper functioning of the service within a cloud

environment. Monitoring an artifact and maintaining it in line with the included

specification can allow for proper functioning of the service within the cloud

environment.

[0037] Registering an artifact with the control service can include submitting

an artifact of the service to the control service for registration. Submitting the

artifact can include creating and or configuring the artifact as a resource of the

control service. In this manner to register the artifact can include adding the artifact

to the control service where it will be maintained as a control service resource.

[0038] The control service can comprise a cloud management system that

provides operational control and automation of cloud resources. The service can

provide identity access management (1AM) and/or handle the provisioning of the

cloud resources.

[0039] Registering a service artifact with a control service can be a

prerequisite to become a cloud offering. That is, a service may need to register its

artifacts before it can become visible to end users in a cloud environment.

[0040] The service can be associated with a service account. For example,

a service account can include an entity account that carries with it specific

permissions within the cloud. The service account can be affiliated with a service

team that develops and manages the service. As such, actions taken with regard

to developing and managing the service can be conveyed and/or executed via a

service account. In some examples, the service account can include the

infrastructure automation framework.

[0041] The service account can submit the service for registration of the

artifacts with the control service. The control service can analyze the submission

and recognize that the service account is submitting the service and/or that the

service account is associated with the service.

[0042] The credential engine 238 can assign a credential to the service

account associated with the particular service type. The credential can be

assigned by a component of the control service. Assigning the credential can



include cataloging information associated with the service account, exchanging

tokens, and/or cataloging an association between the service account and the

service with registered artifacts. The credentials can include a limited authorization

that limits the actions to the particular service type. For example, the credential

can include permissions that limit the amount of actions that a service account can

take with regard to the control service. The permissions can also limit the

permissible actions to certain artifacts of the control service (e.g., those registered

artifacts from the service associated with the service account). The credentials can

include permissions that, when received from a infrastructure automation

framework placing a secured call on behalf of the service account to a REST API of

the control service, define what actions can be taken to which control service

artifacts to effect a node attribute definition.

[0043] The management engine 240 can manage, according to the

authorization, a life cycle of the service based on a node attribute definition

maintained by an infrastructure automation framework, wherein the infrastructure

automation framework includes a component to make a call to a REST API of the

control services. Managing a life cycle of a service can include managing the

service artifacts registered with the control service during and/or after registering

the artifacts. Managing a life cycle of a service can include adding, deleting,

modifying, syncing, configuring, and or reconfiguring artifacts throughout the life

time of a service. The managing can be performed in response to a life cycle event

(e.g., a business event precipitating a change and/or other action request by a

service account). For example, due to increased demand for a service the service

account can configure a node attribute definition to add an artifact (for example a

new role that can be utilized by an end user) to address the increased demand to

the control service where it will be maintained.

[0044] Additionally, the managing can be performed periodically. For

example, the managing can include periodically checking the configuration of an

artifact registered with the control service against a node attribute definition to

confirm the configuration and/or bring the configuration into specification with the



node attribute definition. Managing, as discussed above, can be done according to

the authorization. That is, the management of the artifacts can be confined to

those actions permissible under the permissions associated with a credential of the

service account. For example, the managing can include execution of only the

actions permissible under the service account credentials.

[0045] The infrastructure automation framework can include a configuration

management system that configures and/or maintains configuration of a node such

as the artifact registered with the control service. However, the infrastructure

automation framework may not have direct global access to the control service.

The infrastructure automation framework can manage configurations according to a

node attribute definition. The infrastructure automation framework can include the

CHEF configuration management tool offered by Chef.

[0046] A node attribute definition can include a specification of how an

artifact should be built and/or maintained. The node attribute itself can be

classified as a recipe for how to handle artifact configuration. The node attribute

can be maintained by the infrastructure automation framework. An infrastructure

automation framework can maintain the node attribute definition by storing the

recipe in what can be classified as a cookbook (e.g., a collection of node attribute

definitions) of the infrastructure automation framework. An infrastructure

automation framework can maintain the node attribute definition by accessing the

saved node attribute definition. The node attribute definition can be configured

and/or modified by the service account. The node attribute definition can thereafter

be used to specify the management of the service artifacts registered with the

control service on behalf of the service account. As described above, the actions

necessary to effect the artifact configuration specified by the node attribute

definition will only be executed to the extent permissible by the credential granted

from the control service.

[0047] The infrastructure automation framework can include a component to

make a call to a REST API of the control service to manage the service artifacts

registered with the control service in accordance with the node attribute definition



specified by the service account. The component can make a secure call over a

hypertext transfer protocol secure (HTTPS) connection to a designated REST API

of the control system. The component can include a light weight resource provider

(LWRP). As used herein, the LWRP includes a light weight resource that defines

an action to be taken on a resource and a lightweight provider that defines an

implementation to handle the action supported by the resource and maintains the

resource at an endpoint in an idempotent manner. The LWRP resource can be a

lightweight proxy image abstraction mapped (e.g., designating a corresponding

REST API of the control service) to the artifact of the service that is registered and

maintained in the control service as a control service resource.

[0048] Figure 3 illustrates a diagram of an example of a computing device

350 according to the present disclosure. The computing device 350 can utilize

software, hardware, firmware, and/or logic to perform a number of functions

described herein. The computing device 350 can be any combination of hardware

and program instructions to share information. The hardware, for example, can

include a processing resource 352 and/or a memory resource 354 (e.g., computer-

readable medium (CRM), machine readable medium (MRM), database, etc.). A

processing resource 352, as used herein, can include any number of processors

capable of executing instructions stored by a memory resource 354. The

processing resource 352 may be implemented in a single device or distributed

across multiple devices. The program instructions (e.g., computer readable

instructions (CRI)) can include instructions stored on the memory resource 354 and

executable by the processing resource 352 to implement a desired function (e.g.,

register an artifact of a service with a control service; assign a credential to a

service account associated with the service, wherein the credential includes a

limited authorization of the service account to manage the artifact of the service

maintained in the control system; manage, according to the authorization, the

artifact of the service maintained in the control service based on a node attribute

definition maintained by an infrastructure automation framework associated with

the service account, wherein the infrastructure automation framework includes a



component to make a call to a representational state transfer (REST) application

program interface (API) of the control service , etc.).

[0049] The memory resource 354 can be in communication with a

processing resource 352. A memory resource 354, as used herein, can include

any number of memory components capable of storing instructions that can be

executed by the processing resource 352. The memory resource 354 can be a

non-transitory CRM or MRM. The memory resource 354 may be integrated in a

single device or distributed across multiple devices. Further, the memory resource

354 may be fully or partially integrated in the same device as the processing

resource 352 or it may be separate but accessible to that device and the

processing resource 352. Thus, it is noted that the computing device 350 may be

implemented on a participant device (e.g., host), on a server device, on a collection

of server devices, and/or a combination of the participant device and the server

device.

[0050] The memory resource 354 can be in communication with the

processing resource 352 via a communication link (e.g., a path) 356. The

communication link 356 can be local or remote to a machine (e.g., a computing

device) associated with the processing resource 352. Examples of a local

communication link 356 can include an electronic bus internal to a machine (e.g., a

computing device) where the memory resource 354 is one of volatile, non-volatile,

fixed, and/or removable storage medium in communication with the processing

resource 352 via the electronic bus.

[0051] Figure 3 includes a number of modules (e.g., registration module 358,

credential module 360, managing module 362, etc.) that can include CRI that when

executed by the processing resource 352 can perform a number of functions. The

number of modules can be combined or can be sub-modules of other modules.

For example, the credential module 360 and the managing module 362 can be

sub-modules and/or contained on the same computing device. In another

example, the number of modules can comprise individual modules located on

separate and distinct memory resources (e.g., CRM, etc.).



[0052] Each of the number of modules includes hardware, logic, software

and hardware, but at least can include instructions that when executed by the

processing resource 352 can function as a corresponding engine, including those

as described herein. For example, the registration module 358 can include

instructions that when executed by the processing resource 352 can function as

the registration engine 236. The credential module 360 can include instructions

that when executed by the processing resource 352 can function as the credential

engine 238. The managing module 362 and/or the proposing module 364 can

include instructions that when executed by the processing resource 352 can

function as the managing engine 240.

[0053] The registration module 358 can include CRI that when executed by

the processing resource 352 can register an artifact of a service with a control

service. The artifact can include at least one of a service definition, an endpoint

template, and a role specification for the service. Registering the artifact can

include submitting the artifact to the control service to be maintained as a resource

of the control service.

[0054] The credential module 360 can include CRI that when executed by

the processing resource 352 can assign a credential to a service account

associated with the service, wherein the credential can include a limited

authorization of the service account to manage the artifact of the service

maintained in the control system. For example, a control service component can

assign a credential to a service account associated with the service corresponding

to the artifact registered with the control service. The credential can include a

limited authorization that limits the actions to the particular service type. For

example, the credential can include permissions that limit the amount and/or type

of actions that a service account can take with regard to the control service. The

permissions can also limit the permissible actions to certain artifacts of the control

service (e.g., the only permissible actions are those to artifacts registered from the

service associated with the service account). The credentials can include

permissions that, when received from a infrastructure automation framework



placing a secured call on behalf of the service account to a REST API of the control

service, define what actions can be taken to which control service artifacts to effect

a node attribute definition.

[0055] The managing module 362 can include CRI that when executed by

the processing resource 352 can manage, according to the authorization, the

artifact of the service maintained in the control service based on a node attribute

definition maintained by an infrastructure automation framework associated with

the service account, wherein the infrastructure automation framework includes a

component to make a call to a representational state transfer (REST) application

program interface (API) of the control service. Managing an artifact of the service

can include adding, deleting, modifying, syncing, configuring, and or reconfiguring

the service artifact registered with the control service throughout the life time of a

service. The managing can be performed in response to a life cycle event (e.g., a

business event precipitating a change and/or other action request by a service

account). For example, due to increased demand for a service the service account

can modify the artifact registered and/or maintained by the control service by

altering a node attribute definition maintained, on behalf of the service account, by

the infrastructure automation framework (for example modifying a role that can be

utilized by an end user) to address the increased demand.

[0056] Figure 4 is a flow chart of an example of a method 470 of service

onboarding according to the present disclosure. Method 470 can be performed by

a computing device (e.g., computing device 350, previously described in

connection with figure 3), for example.

[0057] At 472 the method 470 can include registering an artifact of a service

with a secured control service. A secured control service can include security

policies. The secured control service can grant administrative rights to a control

service team wherein the control service team is separate from the service

account. The control service team can be one of the only entities with the proper

permissions to directly access, control, and/or modify the control service and any

one of the plurality of registered artifacts associated therewith. However, the



control service can grant limited authorizations. The control service can create a

credential for a service account associated with a service with registered artifacts

and bind an authorization policy with that credential. In this manner, the service

account can gain access to limited amounts of control of the control service

artifacts through the limited authorization service control portals associated with

their credentials.

[0058] At 474 the method 470 can include assigning a credential to a service

account associated with the service, wherein the credential includes a limited

authorization to the service account to manage the artifact of the service

maintained in the control service. The credential can include a limited authorization

to contact an application interface (API) of the control service and take particular

actions (e.g., add, modify, delete, etc.) upon an artifact associated with the service

account and registered with the control service. In this manner, the credential

limits the service account to taking actions with regard to a specific service of a

plurality of services registered with the control service. Such an arrangement can

prevent the service account from accidently or maliciously disrupting the operation

of a plurality of services registered with the control service by modifying their

corresponding artifacts.

[0059] At 476 the method 470 can include creating an intermediate resource

in an infrastructure automation framework application layer wherein the

intermediate resource corresponds to the artifact. The infrastructure automation

framework can include an intermediate component. The intermediate component

can include a light weight resource provider (LWRP). A LWRP can extend the

infrastructure automation framework allowing custom actions to be defined and

executed. A LWRP can include two entities: a lightweight resource and a

lightweight provider. A lightweight resource can include a custom resource that

defines an action to be completed. The lightweight resource can define the

structure and set of actions that can be taken on a targeted resource (e.g., artifact).

The lightweight provider can define implementation to handle each action

supported by the targeted resource and maintains the targeted resource at the



endpoint in an idempotent manner. The intermediate component can abstract a

resource of the control service. That is, a resource maintained in the control

system such as artifact can be abstracted by the intermediate component.

Abstracting the artifact can include providing a lightweight image proxy for the

artifact in a layer provided by the intermediate component. For example, an

intermediate resource (e.g., an endpoint) can be created in the intermediate

component wherein that specific resource (e.g., endpoint) is not actually in the

intermediate component and that created resource is really a lightweight image

proxy. An actual resource (e.g., artifact) of the control service can be mapped with

the lightweight image proxy intermediate resource.

[0060] At 478 the method 470 can include managing, according to the

authorization, the artifact of the service maintained in the control system based on

a node attribute definition for the intermediate resource maintained by the

infrastructure automation framework application, wherein the infrastructure

automation framework application includes a light weight resource provider

component to make a call to a representational state transfer (REST) application

program interface (API) of the control service. The infrastructure automation

framework application can additionally maintain a secured connection with a

plurality of other services and directly manage artifacts of the plurality of other

services via infrastructure automation framework application client agents on the

plurality of other services. In this manner, the service account is able to directly

manage and/or maintain a plurality of services, but is also able to manage and

maintain a service through the control service in accordance with its limited

permissions.

[0061] In the detailed description of the present disclosure, reference is

made to the accompanying drawings that form a part hereof, and in which is shown

by way of illustration how examples of the disclosure may be practiced. These

examples are described in sufficient detail to enable those of ordinary skill in the art

to practice the examples of this disclosure, and it is to be understood that other



examples may be used and the process, electrical, and/or structural changes may

be made without departing from the scope of the present disclosure.

[0062] In addition, the proportion and the relative scale of the elements

provided in the figures are intended to illustrate the examples of the present

disclosure, and should not be taken in a limiting sense. As used herein, "a" or "a

number of something can refer to one or more such things.



What is claimed:

1. A system of service onboarding, comprising:

a registration engine to register an artifact of a particular service type with a

control service;

a credential engine to assign a credential to a service account associated

with the particular service type, wherein the credential includes a limited

authorization that limits actions to the particular service type; and

a managing engine to configure, according to the authorization, a service

over the course of a life cycle based on a node attribute definition maintained by an

infrastructure automation framework, wherein the infrastructure automation

framework includes a component to make a call to a representational state transfer

(REST) application program interface (API) of the control service.

2 . The system of claim 1, wherein the control service is an access

management and provisioning service on a cloud.

3 . The system of claim 2, wherein to register with the control service is a

prerequisite for service visibility on the cloud to an end user.

4 . The system of claim 1, wherein the component is a light weight resource

provider.

5 . The system of claim 4, wherein the light weight resource provider includes a

lightweight resource that defines an action that can be taken on a resource and a

lightweight provider that defines an implementation to handle the action supported

by the resource and maintains the resource at an endpoint in an idempotent

manner.

6 . The system of claim 5, wherein the resource is mapped to the artifact of the



particular service type that is maintained in the control service.

7 . The system of claim 1, wherein the component makes a secure call over a

hypertext transfer protocol secure connection to a designated REST API of the

control service.

8 . The system of claim 1, wherein to register the artifact of the particular

service type with the control service includes adding the artifact to the control

service where it will be maintained.

9 . The system of claim 1, wherein to configure, according to the authorization,

a service over the course of a life cycle of the particular service type includes to

create an artifact in the control service by altering the node attribute definition

maintained by an infrastructure automation framework.

10 . A non-transitory computer readable medium storing instructions executable

by a processing resource to cause a computer to:

register an artifact of a service with a control service;

assign a credential to a service account associated with the service, wherein

the credential includes a limited authorization of the service account to manage the

artifact of the service maintained in the control system;

manage, according to the authorization, the artifact of the service

maintained in the control service based on a node attribute definition maintained by

an infrastructure automation framework associated with the service account; and

wherein the infrastructure automation framework includes a component to

make a call to a representational state transfer (REST) application program

interface (API) of the control service.

11. The non-transitory computer readable medium of claim 9, wherein the

artifact includes at least one of a service definition, an endpoint template, and a



role.

12 . The non-transitory computer readable medium of claim 9, wherein to

manage the artifact includes to modify a state of the artifact maintained by the

control service by altering the node attribute definition maintained by the

infrastructure automation framework.

13 . A method of service onboarding, comprising:

registering an artifact of a service with a secured control service;

assigning a credential to a service account associated with the service,

wherein the credential includes a limited authorization to the service account to

manage the artifact of the service maintained in the control service;

creating an intermediate resource in an infrastructure automation framework

application layer wherein the intermediate resource corresponds to the artifact;

managing, according to the authorization, the artifact of the service

maintained in the control system based on a node attribute definition for the

intermediate resource maintained by the infrastructure automation framework

application; and

wherein the infrastructure automation framework application includes a light

weight resource provider (LWRP) component to make a call to a representational

state transfer (REST) application program interface (API) of the control service.

14. The method of claim 13, wherein the intermediate resource is an abstraction

of the artifact provided by a light weight resource provider layer associated with the

infrastructure automation framework application.

15 . The method of claim 13, wherein the infrastructure automation framework

application maintains a secured connection with a plurality of other services and

directly manages an artifact of the service on the plurality of other services via



infrastructure automation framework application client agents on the plurality of

other services.
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